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Well-positioned to drive
positive change in technology
transformation.
Reliable and forward-thinking
partner for comprehensive and
effective digital transformation.
Committed to client success
and data security in the ever-
evolving private and public
sector landscape. 

Daston Corporation, a Google Cloud Premier and SBA Certified
HUBZone Small Business that specializes in providing Google
Cloud Licensing and Google Certified Professional Support
Services. Daston has a highly experienced team of in-house
Google Cloud certified experts who can assist US Public Sector
Agencies, Commercial Organizations, and Educational
Institutions in utilizing Google solutions for their organizations. 

With Daston's expert assistance, organizations can optimize Google solutions to maximize ROI, and receive
full cradle-to-grave deployment and migration services. Daston has a proven track record of delivering
Google Cloud solutions to hundreds of Federal and State and Local government agencies across the US.
Daston has been selected as a Google Partner of the Year (2021,2022) Public Sector and listed on Inc. Fast
5000 list of top companies (2022,2023). Daston is also a State of Virginia SWAM vendor.

Accelerates customers' time
to value through its
Workspace Transformation
Solution.
Award-winning change
management team ensures
seamless transition for end-
users.
Four-step methodology
(Discovery, Implementation,
Validation, Project Handoff)
for efficient adoption.

Key Differentiators

Google Cloud Premier Partner,
SBA Certified HUBZone Small
Business, and Google Partner
of the Year Award winner
(Public Sector) in 2021 and
2022.
Committed to regional,
national partnerships and
diversity, designated as a State
of Virginia SWAM vendor. 

Why Daston? Our Impact

Seamlessly Integrate Google Solutions
from Daston for Public and Private
Sector Organizations. 



BeyondCorp Enterprise (BCE)

Google Solutions from DastonGoogle Solutions from Daston

Experience elevated collaboration with Google Workspace,
offering a unified platform for seamless communication and
productivity. Gmail, Calendar, Drive, and Meet empower real-
time collaboration, facilitating enhanced efficiency and
teamwork.

Google Workspace 
Unlock digital transformation with Google Cloud Platform,
emphasizing data democratization, app, and infrastructure
modernization, seamless people connection, and trusted
transactions. Enjoy secure access, breaking free from
traditional perimeter-based security controls.

Google Cloud Platform

Experience elevated collaboration with Google Workspace,
offering a unified platform for seamless communication and
productivity. Gmail, Calendar, Drive, and Meet empower real-
time collaboration, facilitating enhanced efficiency and
teamwork.

Google Voice 

Experience elevated collaboration with Google Workspace,
offering a unified platform for seamless communication and
productivity. Gmail, Calendar, Drive, and Meet empower real-
time collaboration, facilitating enhanced efficiency and
teamwork.

BeyondCorp redefines security with a zero-trust model,
safeguarding corporate applications and data across devices,
locations, and networks. Utilizing identity and device management,
encryption, and continuous authorization, it ensures secure access,
eliminating the need for traditional perimeter-based security
controls.

A cutting-edge cybersecurity platform, employs machine learning
and analytics to swiftly detect and investigate security threats
within an organization's network. By aggregating and analyzing
extensive telemetry data, it grants security teams comprehensive
visibility, facilitating rapid and effective threat response.

Chronicle

Apigee, a comprehensive API management platform,
empowers organizations to securely design, deploy, and
manage Application Programming Interfaces (APIs)
throughout their entire lifecycle.

Google's reCAPTCHA protects websites by verifying user
identity, using advanced risk analysis algorithms and machine
learning to assess the likelihood of a user being a bot. When the
risk score is high, users are prompted to solve a challenge,
enhancing both website security and user experience.

reCAPTCHA

By choosing Daston, you're not just opting for a service; you're partnering with a team that prioritizes
your success. Trust us to leverage Google's proven tools, providing you with a customized, secure, and
efficient collaboration environment that aligns seamlessly with your specific requirements. Your
success is our priority, and Daston is here to empower your journey with innovation and expertise.

As a certified premier Google partner, Daston leverages extensive experience in tailoring Google's
secure, cloud-based collaboration tools for companies and agencies. This customization enhances
productivity, performance, and fosters a competitive edge. With a deep understanding of Google
products, Daston assists public and private sector organizations in achieving these benefits. We
specialize in designing and implementing innovative solutions for your business challenges.
Moreover, Daston provides expertise in FedRAMP, ensuring compliance with security standards for
cloud products and services used by federal agencies, facilitating swift innovation while meeting
rigorous security requirements at appropriate risk impact levels. 

Why Daston is Your Trusted Google PartnerWhy Daston is Your Trusted Google Partner

Additional Solutions: In addition to the
Google Solutions outlined above, we also offer: 


